
Friday 5th February 2021

Daily Timetable 

9:00 Reading 
9:45 English 
10:45 Morning Break 
11:00 Maths
12:00 Lunch Break  
1:00 Art
2:00 PE
2:30 Reading for pleasure - Epic



Friday’s Reading /SPAG Activities: Red Group-> Phonics Videos & Lexia

Friday’s Reading Activities: Orange, Yellow, Blue & Green Groups

WALT: find answers to questions within the text. 

1) Read the Text set for your group. 

2) Find the answers to the questions in the text UNDERLINE THE 
EVIDENCE YOU FIND IN THE TEXT and then answer them on the 
sheet. 

If you complete all your reading activities, you can choose to read a 
book, log onto Epic Reader or practise reading skills on My Lexia for the 
rest of this lesson.

Click on the video 
above to listen to 
Mrs Purshall 
explain today’s 
reading  activities. 
If it doesn’t play, 
the same 
instructions are 
attached to the 
activity on Seesaw. 



Friday’s
Reading 
Activities:
Orange &
Yellow Groups 



Friday’s Reading Activities: 
Orange & Yellow Groups



Friday’s
Reading 
Activities: 
Blue & Green
Groups



Friday’s Reading Activities: 
Blue & Green Groups



Friday’s English Activities: Red, Blue, Orange, Yellow & Green Groups

WALT: edit and improve our work and publish our stories. 

1) Handwriting

2) Respond to your comments and edit and improve your writing. 

3) Publish your work to create your very own book of the Fire Monster. Write 
it in your best handwriting and include some illustrations for each part. You 
can use the pages we’ve included here or make your own. Don’t forget to 
post us a picture of your finished work on Seesaw. 























Friday’s Handwriting



Click here to re watch giving change video

https://vimeo.com/499227948


orange, yellow, green and blue groups



1) Ron has these coins. He spends 73p.
How much does he have left?

2) What is £1 subtract 65p?

3) What is £2 subtract 45p?

4) Complete the additions to make £1 each time

55p + p = £1         10p + p = £1 

p + 95p = £1                      p + 15p = £1

orange, yellow, green and blue groups



Ron has £1 to spend.
How much change would he have if he bought…

a)                                      

b)                                      

£1 −30p = ____p

+ _p

80p

+ __p

£165p
___p change 

___p change 

orange, yellow, green and blue groups



Ron has £5 to spend.
How much change would he have if he bought…

a)                                      

b)                                      

£5 − £3 = £___

+ __p

£2

+ £__

£5£1 and 
35p

£__ and ___p change 

£__ change 

orange, yellow, green and blue groups



Jack buys a comic costing £3 and 55p.  He pays £10
Which set shows the change he receives?

a)

b)

c)

+ __p

£5

+ £___

£10£3 and 60p£3 and 55p

+ __p

£6 and 45p

£5 and 55p

£5 and 45p

orange, yellow, green and blue groups



orange, yellow, green and blue groups



orange, yellow, green and blue groups



orange, yellow, green and blue groups



orange, yellow, green and blue groups



orange, yellow, green and blue groups



Reasoning and problem solving 1 

orange, yellow, green and blue groups



ART

WALT: understand how to create tone, with a pencil.

Read the information sheets about shading and tone.

Watch my video and try it for yourself.







Put your feet up after all that 
hard work this week and enjoy a 
good book! …or 
a magazine, comic, online fact 
file, something on Epic… you 
choose.

😊Well done for getting 
through this week! You’re 
doing great!😊


